ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The high rate of image-based procedures accounted for in all hospital events suggests that Medical Imaging plays an important role in modern health care service 1 , and provides information about the patient's state of health in a most safe and effective way. The many different imaging methods that are implemented for that purpose nowadays creates a wide range of screening procedures dedicated to particular disorders. However, the proper uses of that information strongly depend on the visual perception and right interpretation of medical images. That is why, although, high quality images, provided by advance imaging technologies, are very useful, there is no guarantee that they will be translated into accurate diagnosis of the diseases. Images are read by a radiologist and because of that, we can find many confounding factors related to human perception, cognition and intuition that relate to decision-making based on subjective, visual judgments. Human observers are an integral part of any imaging system. In consequence, the technical meaning of the term 'image quality' described in purely physical terms, may be modified by considering additional parameters 2 , e.g. some highly influential on the human observer perceptual factors 3 . The observer's ability to perceive the abnormality seems to be a crucial requirement for diagnostic accuracy and together with the decision made once an abnormality has been detected establishes a base for observer performance measurement 4 . Results from observer error in terms of radiological tasks studies 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 reveal a high score of various errors types and variations in interpretation between different experts within radiology performance due by multi-factorial influence 5, 10 , which underline statement about the weakest aspect of clinical imaging.
Based on that system approach to the radiological task 11, 12 , it is possible to develop the error management. Strategies for reducing error include several aspects, like attention to viewing conditions, training of the observers, availability of previous and relevant clinical data, dual or multiple reporting, and standardization of terminology and report format. Another aspect is assistance from computers, where the post-processing techniques may improve the conspicuity of the subtle information from medical images, like e.g. computer-aided detection (CAD) 13 . However, the sophistication of radiological image analysis, and strict definition of the particular abnormalities become a real challenge 14 . What is more, the development of automatic detection systems is desirable in some particular screening procedures, like e.g. CT colonography, where computer output assistance implementation may increase process of expertise gathering mainly by increasing the observer accuracy and reducing the average investigation time per case 15 . The highly specific abilities to acquire and also properly use contextual information differ between radiologists and naïve observers and define the expertise in a particular radiological field measured by the number of studied cases (images) 16 . These knowledge-structured skills of human observer, which are very narrowing, subdominant and not transferable into other domains, are composed of a set of elements. Perceptual skills include visual search, visual information processing, and visual discrimination and differentiation which are part of perceptual learning. Experienced observers are more likely to be attracted by subtler, less conspicuous findings and have a larger knowledge base to draw on when identifying and reporting a finding. On the other hand, cognitive skills are primarily related to object recognition, diagnostic reasoning and decision making. Natural predispositions of individuals (sometimes described as a talent) may also influence the visual search performance which also may be strongly related to motivational factors, where human performance improves as a function of practice. Many endogenous and exogenous factors have been identified by radiological errors studies. Their combinations influence the detection of abnormalities in medical images by contributing to the radiologists' ability to disambiguate the findings from the background, and plausible decisionmaking criteria to separate true abnormalities from artifacts produced by tissue superposition or image noise. Some of those that are primarily cognitive and relate to observer's knowledge and skills, are the radiologists' experience and prior expectation, the prelevance of the disease in the screening population, knowledge about the features of the possible findings and the background, and the search and sampling strategy used in the visual search, which will be reflected in the proper choice of the most informative areas of the image against which to compare the perceived findings 17, 18 . Another group contains image dependent factors that are related to the visual conspicuity of features relevant to the clinical problem, e.g. the complexity of the image background, the degree of variation in the appearance of abnormalities, the conspicuity of a particular object 19 . The perceptual or cognitive errors are common in diagnostic radiology, where the influential to the error factors have been investigating by eye-positions during image reading. The false negative rate is reported in various studies between 10 to even 50% of cases 6, 8, 20 , which may suggest the crucial impact of improper searching strategy and decision-making. Errors can also arise as a reason of the 'Satisfaction of search' mechanism 21 or faulty observer's priory expectation 9 , but also results from the specific interaction of image physical parameters and the human visual system processing these signals. Error and variation in the interpretation of the radiological images may have its origin in poor technique, failures of perception, lack of knowledge or misjudgement and may often done by combinations of these factors, and represent the weakness aspect of clinical imaging. Separately errors may be related to the problems in communication 7 . The general model for problem solving in radiology flows from visual search to final decision-making via recognition in perceptual, cognitive and connectional approaches 5 . Monitoring of the expert's and novice's eye position has been used to investigate differences in observer with different experience level performance in radiological task. Experts are significantly faster and more accurate in detecting abnormalities as has been showed in both decision-time and eye-position experiments 22 . Moreover, two different types of search have been observed. A scan for unusual or interesting findings, without any expectations about findings is typical for non experience observer. In contrast, the heuristics, not random search for a specific finding includes 'inattentional blindness' 23 performed by experts and may result from prior knowledge and experience, which form an initial hypothesis to guide search, for the observer. Presumably the explanation of the searching strategy differences may be found in image-based feature influence on the visual attention. The reason why the experts almost immediately scrutinise the particular abnormality-contain location is that they possess a better 'a priori expectation map' of what they are going to see, which is formed during the 'global impression'. The flash experiments 24 , provide evidence that a global response involving input from the entire retina creates an overall impression of the onset stimuli. Initial impression, search and evaluation are more drawn out in observers with less expertise, and breakdowns in performance resulted in fewer true and more false positives. Although, the mechanism by which the observer accomplishes the reduction to a smaller number of sites in not well understood, the comparison of random versus systematic-scanning (exhaustive) models based on human eye-fixations parameters provides evidence that only a selected portion of all of the information available in the environment is captured and processed by the radiologists 25 , where the foveal scan effectively performs a filtering operation. The expert observers develop expertise in recognizing clinically-relevant perturbations, by selectively ignoring normal feature variants during image reading. Furthermore, the eye movements are strongly related to visual attention, which is related with the area of a current fixation or the area where eyes are going to go next. The second view indicates that a shift of the eyes to a certain location is preceded by a shift in spatial-visual attention to that location. Eye-tracking experiments with the observer decision which region contain the abnormality relate the human behavior during visual task with the type of outcome. For example, the pupil sizes are significantly different between lesions that were correctly reported and those that attracted visual attention but were not reported. What is more, gaze duration at a given location has been shown to correlate with decision outcome at the location, and prolonging visual search after that 25s increased the risk of a false alarm 26 . True negative decisions were associated with shorter fixation times than false negative decisions 27 .Visual dwell data show that over 60% of missed targets seem to be cognitively processed 28 , according to the relation that the longer visual dwell spend on the particular site is associated with locations that required more resources for cognitive processing. Probability-analysis experiments show that the initial decision made significantly influences any subsequent analysis on that image. For example, when the first decision is incorrect, then the probability that the observer will find the true lesion is very low.
Visual perception appears as a result of the optical and neural transformations of the information about the world carried by light. The background concept of visual perception as a decision-centred process has been founded by Gregory and Rock ref.
In an advance, visual searching process was modelled by a global-focal perception hypothesis by Nodine and Kundel 29 , which focuses on the perception various types of information perceived at different image reading times. These types are well represented in terms of spatial frequency properties by a low spatial frequency (LSF) characterizing the global information about visual stimuli and high spatial frequency (HSF) components related to the edges and details of image. Moreover, what has been shown, the LSF features are processed and analysed much faster by the observer brain (in a few hundreds msec) than HSF, which takes seconds 30 . A model divides the perception into two ordered phases (Figure 1 ). During first few hundred milliseconds a global impression about the image which had onset to the observer has been created by the human brain, often without the eye movements and away from the conciseness of this mechanism. This global analysis uses the low spatial frequency extracted from entire retinal network, and some particular suspicious for observer regions believe to be flagged during the first stage of perception. That flagging mechanism works as an automatically feature detection schedule forms a mental hypothesis of the perturbation localisations and it based on the previously experience, knowledge and skills as well as an intuition and talent. However, the early formation of incurrent hypothesis will likely to errors in perception. After this very short phase observer directs the high acuity beam of visual filed into specified location of previously mapped regions to perform more detail analysis. This high-resolution beam of the visual system called as a foveal vision ranges from 2 to 5 degrees of visual angle (useful field) 31, 32 . The Nyquist sampling frequencies is highest in the fovea and decreasing with distance from fovea, equals to 70, 22, and 16.5 cycles per degree (cpd) respectively to the 0°, 5°, and 10° of eccentricity from retina centre. The second stage, which involved eye movements, is also called as a discovery scanning. The role of peripheral vision in the searching task is still not well understood and is under investigation.
The oculomotor behavior contributes importantly to visual search, which may be modeled in cluttered environments as a competition process among the responses of oriented filters. Saccadic eye movements direct the fovea to potentially interesting parts of the image, performing some kind of selection from the whole image for only those regions that have been attractive enough to be scrutinised by observer in a particular visual search task. These sites contain specific object features which may be responsible for visual attraction. It is possible to associate each of these objects with the responses of a set of specific filters. Moreover, psychophysical studies from scene perception indicate that some elements in a scene elicit a strong or a weak response depending on the stimuli present in other parts of the scene. The radiologist's sampling strategy for medical image investigation is mainly based on a comparison of some suspicious objects with their surround background. The local elements alone are not sufficient to determine the conspicuity area, but rather, information about the surround background is equally important 43 . The selection of these background samples corresponds to the observer's visual search strategy, and it comprises a crucial step in the interpretation of the image.
The comparisons of data, where observers looked with what region has been scrutinised, gives insight into internal decision making. Eye-position experiments provide the locations of fixated points in the image, and a wide range of digital image analyses and processing methods have found applications to characterize image physical parameters of regions of particular interest 33 . Some of these techniques have been inspired by psychophysics and physiological findings of the human visual system 34 . The multi-resolution algorithms process the visual stimuli from coarse to fine via visual spatial-frequency tuned channels or bands performing the multi-scale transformations 35 . Active vision strategies compensate for the non-uniformity of visual resolution by moving the fovea with eye saccades. Regions of a scene with high information content are scanned successively. These saccades are partly guided by the lower resolution information gathered at the periphery of the retina. This multi-resolution sensor has the advantage to provide high resolution information at selected locations and a large field of view with relatively little data. Coarse to fine multi-resolution search reduces the computational complexity by beginning at low-resolution and adaptively increasing the resolution to gather the necessary details. In consequence, the radiologists' visual system may operate on the local and global spatial frequency features and influence on image searching and interpretation, even without observer awareness of such features 36 . Medical image analysis of the spatial frequency has been successfully led by Mello-Thoms et. al, who investigate observer performance during mammography. The results for these studies contribute to radiological decision-making mechanism and highlight the role of search in building up an accurate representation of the image background, in order to discriminate between types of outcomes 10 . Spatial frequency analysis was performed to relate what the observers reported with where they looked using the wavelet packets to extract spatial frequency information in a form of feature vector. Selected sub-images of regions of interest have been used as a input 2D signals into 2-level wavelet transform, where Daubechies functions define the filters properties of particular spatial frequency band. Each form 20 vector elements relate to the amount of information which is carried by the particular spatial frequency range at particular orientation. Statistically significant differences existed between the derived features of various regions in images were found performing the analysis of variance between specific groups of regions. It has been shown, that there is significant difference between the scrutiny regions and the rest of image, which is useful to model the area that attracted visual attention by comparing the fixations area called as a local representation with the background representation. The second step in the research considers the type of the decision outcomes by investigating the differences or similarities between true-positive (TP), true-negative (TN), false-positive (FP), and false-negative (FN), characterized by a specific profile in the spatial frequency domain 39 . The different decision outcomes yielded different energy representations in the spatial frequency domain. The statistical significant differences exists in the spatial frequency (sf) characteristics of areas where observers made correct (TP, TN) and incorrect (FP, FN) decisions. Studies have also shown that background sampling is an important part of image interpretation. Observers try to find the abnormalities by comparing perceived suspected object with selected areas of the background, and based on this process the decision about whether to report it or to dismiss it is made. As a result of an incorrect background sampling strategy observer may failure to report some abnormalities, which could explain why most unreported cancers do in fact attract prolonged visual attention 19, 37 . FN seems to need more local information than FP, which rely on a global account. Local image processing might be able to flush out some FN by changing the local sf characteristics of visually inspected area that may contain a malignant lesion. An investigation of how the image-based elements are translated into decisions by radiologists considered the different level of observer experience. The study provides evidence that less experience observer, like residents, respond differently from experienced mammographers 22 , e.g. significant differences exist between TP and FP masses for residence but not for mammographers 18 . The data suggest also that, for experienced mammographers, most true malignant lesions are found in the early stages of visual search whereas residents seem to be guided more by the conspicuity of local elements and have some difficulty in extracting global information for comparison. In consequence, the residents made primarily perceptual errors 17 . The next observation suggests a shift in reading strategy with experience. The mammographers made more comparisons between a finding and the breast parenchyma during the early stages of visual search, the residents did so only later in their search. The behavioral study of the experienced observers indicate that experts possess a distinct mental representation of what a malignant finding should look like, and during the reading they compare the displayed image with their mental map. Analysis of spatial frequency provides explanation e.g. why double reading of mammograms usually improves the detection rate 38 , and may provide useful information where collaboration between both observers will be optimal by describing the relations between particular types of decision outcomes 18 . In addition, the results of spatial frequency analysis can be used by a pattern classifier to predict both observer performances simulating their searching and decision-making process 17, 18 , as well as implanting these findings into computer automated feature detection, like CAD system 39 . The last important finding relates to the significant differences between image sampling strategy before and after observers hit the location of a lesion. From the results of the comparison of spatial frequencies configurations, there is an indication of a change in visual search strategy. The discovery of these lesions related either to TP or FP outcomes, seems to influence the reading of the rest of the image 18 .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
A psychophysical methodology has been applied in our study. The research has an important applied component that investigates radiological error and the characteristics of expert performance but the work also expects to make a contribution to what is known about more fundamental aspects of human visual decision-making. The two main research problems are stated by the following questions:
• What physical parameters or properties are responsible for the visual attraction of some particular local areas in the image, which have been investigated by observer? • Are there spatial frequency properties that may be used to characterise those image perturbations that attract attention?
From a large database of the chest radiographs cases with already collected eye-tracking data, which are available for the current stage of the project form the Lancaster Medical Imaging and Neurosciences Research Team (LaMINeR), a set of 10 normal and 10 abnormal, with the retrospectively located lung nodules in the each case, male only chest radiographs with a 10 experts and novice eye-tracked data have been selected. The radiological specialists from the collaborative medical institutions will act as subjects . Ethical approval for the collection of data that will be accessed for this has been gained through a separate, existing project.
The eye-tracking workstation server to collect eye-position data contains a Tobii ET-17 eye tracking system running on a PC with the Windows Operating system and a high definition LCD monitor. The eye-tracker uses an infrared beam generated by near infra-red light-emitting diodes (NIR-LEDs) to calculate line of gaze by monitoring pupil and corneal reflection. In consequence, several parameters describing the observer behaviour during the image reading are recording provides information about where observer has been looked, for how long. What is more, the distance observer-image, the spatial position of the eye (considering the observer head movement), the pupil size are also available from eyetracking data. The images have being displayed at the Medion MD6454AP LCD Monitor (ID: MED4967). The 2D distribution of the screen monitor pixels are arranged as a 1280 horizontal per 1024 vertical pixels element matrix, with the 18.8``(inches) in diagonal, and 37 cm x 30 cm, horizontal vs. vertical length respectively, with inter dot spacing 265 µm = 96 dot per inch (dpi). However, what is important to point is the difference between the spatial frequency of displayed image at the screen (cycle per screen) and the same spatial frequency of visual stimuli (signal or image), which is perceived by observer's eyes (cycle per degree) and relates to the distance between the observer's eyes.
The spatial frequency analysis of the non-stationary signals of medical images, required a multi-resolution wavelet transform methodology 40, 41, 42 using a set of low and high pass filter banks, where each filter is sensitive to the particular spatial frequency range at defined orientation (Figure 2 ). This approach to the signal processing was developed under limitation of the Fourier Transform application to the non-stationary signals and informed by neurological findings about visual channels. At the end, the input signal has been divided by a set of spatial frequency bands, which numbers depend on the wavelets decomposition procedure and level -a decomposition tree. For example, after one level of 2D-signal decomposition, the four-element wavelet feature vector might be calculated. The spatial frequency analysis was computed with MATLAB Release 14 SP2, version 7.0.4 for Windows XP (Lancaster University users Licence), implementing Wavelet Packet Transform (WPT), which treats every output signal from the previous level as an input signal to the current decomposition. The maximum level of decomposition M depend on the signal size N=2 M , and the limitation can be describe according to the uncertain principle for time(space)-frequency localisation for signal analysis. Each feature vector describes a particular region of interest (ROI) in terms of spatial frequency properties of that a well defined subimage. Different ROIs might be categorized into several groups, for e.g. lung areas covering, nodule-contain, nodulefree, observer fixation-contain, or type of observer decision sub-images. The average of each spatial frequency band from a particular sub-images group feature vector is called as a representation, e.g. the vectors of sub-images covering the lung areas create a background representation of an image. The following step in analysis based on the statistical compassion between the representations using analysis of variance (ANOVA). Statistical analysis engaged the n-way analysis; considering several factors, for example, anatomical differences between lung regions, differences between the cases (images), differences between observer's performances, level of experience, perceive image distortions due by observer's head movement, foveal and peripheral vision.
The calculation of the particular representation at the current stage of analysis based on the simplifying assumptions: constant distance observer-image (stationary model of observer interaction) and perception mainly by foveal vision. In consequence, each representation is calculated based on the same size sub-images feature vectors. The size of the ROI has been chosen to 100 pixels, which is relates to the size of the foveal visual filed. Moreover, the Daubechies wavelets ( 
RESULTS
The work is in progress; however some preliminary results have been achieved so far. The image analysis stage aims to investigate the lung areas as a background to the signals which in this case are lung nodules. The comparison of the background representations ( Figure 4 ) and the nodule representation ( Figure 5 ) shows statistical differences between these two as average values of energy logarithm from a few spatial frequency bands. The analysis performed so far shows that when considering the selected anatomical lung region the background representation is more consistent within region and image groups and stronger differences between the nodule and background representation have been found. The observer performance analysis, based on the eye-position data ( Figure  6 ) provides insight into the statistical differences between the observer fixations regions and the background representation. Figure 6 . The example of the eye-tracking data. The number relates to the chronological order of fixation, the radius of circle relates to the gaze duration, the red cross is the observer's decision-point of the nodule-contain area. The middle of the local area of observer fixation has been analysed by wavelets transforms to find the spatial frequency characteristics of regions which captured visual attention. These specifications we have characterised as a local representation, and have been compared with the background representation which was calculated based on whole lung area. The calculation of the representations has been made over a ROI the size of which is determined by foveal visual. After first level of decomposition four wavelet transforms' coefficients have been calculated each of which are characterized by different spatial frequency ranges at different orientations (Figure 7 ). The initial approximation is characterized by low spatial frequencies and as diagonal details by high frequencies in both directions. The horizontal details carry horizontal high frequencies and vertical low frequencies Further analyses treat each coefficient from the previous level as an input signal, so sixteen coefficients are calculated at the second level. Moreover, the lung region factor has been considered in analysis by grouping the feature vector according to which fixation belong to which region area. Significant differences have been found between the local representations of different observers and the background representations of a particular image.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Although, this work is in progress, the methodology has been already successfully implemented into the set of medical images. More work is required in the near future. Development of the spatial frequency analysis algorithm and procedure involves several goals related to additional perceptual-behavioural aspects of the radiological task during image reading considered in the study, like, the best choice of the region of interest size, shape, the proper decomposition tree structure and the best basis selection. Moreover, the image analysis should include a comparison between different wavelet basis representation, where different scaling and wavelets function are used into WPT. This problem is called also the best basis selection. The different approaches to the best background representation calculation should be tested by comparing various strategies of lung area sampling for a background representation, which involve some progress in segmentation and classification improvements in algorithm. In observer performance analysis, a comparison between experts and novice observers are to be carried out. What is more, some additional behavioural factors may be considered, such as peripheral vision, observer-image distance, or the relations between type of decision and their feature vectors. In summary, future tasks may be led by the following considerations:
• develop the spatial frequency analysis procedure and algorithm • consider additional behavioural data like e.g. the changing distance image-observer • develop classification algorithm • develop the segmentations algorithm • analysis of the observer performance (type of decision)
• peripheral vision Spatial frequency characteristics may become an additional criterion based on which matching algorithms in computer-aided schemas could be implemented. Furthermore, we hope this work can make a contribution to new training strategies for radiologist by combining the visual search strategies in experts with the physical characteristics of the regions of their visual attention.
